2015 Car Drawing & Film Screening

Pictured above: Raffle Winner Julian Javor and Beverly Hills Mayor, Dr. Julian Gold

16th Annual Film Screening and Car Drawing Event, held at The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Beverly Hills.

Thank you to everyone who supported the event. Click here to view photo gallery.

_____________________________________

Community Circle: John Wooden Pyramid Project

TMCC Community Circle students at Beverly Vista School take pride in learning each block of Coach John Wooden's Pyramid of Success. The Pyramid Blocks reinforce the goals of Community Circle topics, such as cooperation, friendship and responsibility.

_____________________________________

Get Social with TMCC:

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on twitter
View our profile on LinkedIn

Counselor & Volunteer Breakfast

The Maple Counseling Center News: Spring/Summer 2015

TMCC Partners with Salvation Army

The Maple Counseling Center (TMCC) is providing outreach services for preschool classes at the Salvation Army Child Development Center located in downtown Los Angeles, serving low income ethnically diverse families. Child & Family Program interns provide 11 hours of Mental Health Consultation (MHC) to over 140 children each week, including classroom screening, observation, and intervention, in addition to support and training for teachers. Parent consultation and referrals are an important part of this project. Seventy percent of the children have delays in either language, social, emotional or cognitive functioning. This new
TMCC thanks that following foundations for providing grant funding for our programs from January thru May, 2015.

Chapman and Associates Foundation
The Lauren B. Leichtman and Arthur B. Levine Family Foundation
Looking Beyond
Lon V. Smith Foundation
Weingart Foundation